
COMMISSIONS 27 AND 42 OF THE IAUINFORMATION BULLETIN ON VARIABLE STARSNumber 4359 Konkoly ObservatoryBudapest1 August 1996HU ISSN 0374 { 06761991 B,V,RC ,IC LIGHT CURVES OF THE SOUTHERNVERY SHORT PERIOD ECLIPSING BINARY V676 CENTAURIThe very short period (VSP) eclipsing binary V676 Centauri, (S4995, CoD �38�9520,�(2000) = 14h37m50:s8, �(2000) = �38�50'46", galactic latitude: 19:�5) was discovered byHo�meister (1949) while conducting a massive photographic survey of Sonneberg plates.The variable was listed only as being short period with an amplitude of 0.5 magnitude.He later (Ho�meister 1956) published photographic light curves, 83 timings of minimumlight, and the following orbital elements:JD Hel Min. I = 2434425.555 + 0:d292397 � E. (1)He classi�ed the system as a W UMa contact binary with primary and secondary eclipsedepths of 0:m7 and 0:m6, respectively. After nearly thirty years of being observationallyneglected, V676 Cen was added to a study of short period eclipsing binaries (Gomez et al.1988). Gomez and Lapasset (1988) published an informative IBVS note which includeda partial photoelectric V light curve, 19 timings of minimum light from six eclipses, andan updated ephemeris.JD Hel Min. I = 2446971.6152 + 0:d2923901 � E (2)They state that the system is a contact binary and that the di�erence in eclipse depthsis �0.15 magnitude. In a report on seven such systems (Gomez and Lapasset, 1988), com-plete B and V photoelectric light curves as well as an improved ephemeris were published.JD Hel Min. I = 2446971.6152 + 0:d29239057 � E (3)Gomez et al. (1990) concluded their work on V676 Cen with a parameter search andsolution. They found that the system had a (�T �320 K, inclination �84� and a �llout�13%. No further work has been published on this system. V676 Centauri was observed aspart of a continuing e�ort to obtain complete multiband photoelectric light curves of shortperiod, solar type eclipsing binaries. The present observations were made in May 1991at Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (Chile). The Yale 1-m reector was used inconjunction with B, V, RC, IC �lters of the Johnson-Cousins' system and a dry-ice-cooledphotomultiplier. A modi�ed Digitized Sky Survey (DSS) image of the �eld is shown asFigure 1, in which the variable, comparison (�(2000) = 14h37m50:s1, �(2000) = �38�51014:000),and check (�(2000) = 14h37:m58:s2, �(2000) = �38�56044:004) stars are designated V, C, andK, respectively. Our comparison star provided the best color-match to the variable, with�(B�V) averaging 0:m15. Check minus comparison star measurements indicate that thecomparison star's light output remained constant during the observing interval.
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Figure 1. Finding chart (modi�ed from a Digital Sky Survey image) of V676 Centauri (V), theComparison star (C), and the Check star (K)

Figure 2. O�C residuals of V676 Centauri from Equation 4 (linear ephemeris)Two new precision epochs of minimum light were determined from observations madeduring primary eclipses. The bisection of chords technique (Henden and Kaitchuck 1990)was used to determine both minima. Approximately 100 timings of minimum light, span-ning �35 years, were collected from the literature. We have listed the new photoelectricepochs of minimum light in Table 1. The new minima are reported as mean times fromthe four passbands. All available epochs of minima were introduced into a weighted leastsquares calculation. Photographic and visual minima were included with assigned weightsof 0 allowing residuals to be calculated. From this, we obtained the following improvedlinear ephemeris:JD Hel Min. = 2446971.6154 + 0:d29239197 � E (4)�.0006 �.00000024The residuals are given as (O�C)1 in Table 1 and shown in Figure 2. A quadraticephemeris was also calculated (using weights of 0.1 and 1.0 for photographic/visual andphotoelectric minima respectively) and found to be marginally signi�cant (�2.5�):
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Figure 3. B, V, RC, and IC light curves of V676 Cen as de�ned by the individual observations withpreliminary solution overlaidJD Hel Min. = 2446971.6154 + 0.29239185 � E + 4.1 � 10�11 � E2 (5)�.0005 �.00000020 �1.0The residuals from Equation 5 are given as (O�C)2 in Table 1. The high scatter in theearly timings and lack of good observational coverage precludes determination of long-term period variability at this time. New observations as well as recovery of plate minimaare keys to understanding the period behavior of this system.Table 1JD Hel. Eclipse Type Cycles (O�C)1 (O�C)22400000+49695.8924(3) I 4863.0 0.0034 �0.000149696.8232(1) I 4867.0 0.0036 0.0002
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5ERRATUMIn IBVS No. 4359 issue, Table 1 contains incorrect data on the minima of V676 Cen. Therevised table is as follows:JD Hel Eclipse Type Cycles (O�C)1 (O�C)22400000+48393.5174(1) I 4863.0 �0.0001 0.000148394.6872(1) I 4867.0 0.0001 0.0002 J.D. GRAYS. WOISSOLR.G. SAMEC


